SUNSHINE COAST SPINNERS & WEAVERS GUILD - FALL SALE

FIBRE ITEMS Procedures and Requirements
items to be delivered on jury day between 10 am and 12 noon with everything
completed - pls don’t hang around (arrangements may be made for earlier
delivery)
completed Fibre Sales Sheet must accompany properly tagged & stickered items
ITEMS DELIVERED AFTER 12:00 NOON AND/OR NOT PROPERLY LISTED AND
TAGGED WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED by the Standards Committee
Guild tags, stickers and hang tags (for Gourmet only) available at September,
October & November meetings and spin-ins
Tagging fibre articles for the Sale - proper tagging necessary:
to identify the artist and ensure payment for items sold
to give the purchaser information on the article, type of fibre(s), and how to care for it
to allow our central cash system to work smoothly and properly.
ALL FIBRE ITEMS MUST HAVE A “STICKERED” GUILD TAG ATTACHED. You
may also attach your own personal tag. In addition to the fibre and care information for
the purchaser, the tag must also include:
your initials - four (4) initials consisting of the first three letters of your last name plus
the first initial of your first name...ie. Barby Paulus is PAUB, Jane Doe is JOED
item number - as listed on your Fibre Sales Sheet
price - as listed on your Fibre Sales Sheet
a peelable white sticker - which should repeat your initials, item number and price this sticker should be placed overtop your tag item number in the bottom right-hand
corner and will be removed and retained by the cashiers when your item is sold • complete sticker in ink but include initials, number and price on the guild tag in
pencil - the Standards Committee may request a price change or if your item
doesn’t sell this year, you can re-use the tag for it or a similar item next year
• items that have been juried previously should be noted with an asterisk (*) after
the number on the fibre items sales sheet - items may be submitted for three
years as is but after that try re-dyeing, embellishing, etc.
Participants are encouraged to submit a small item for the door prizes - pls note this on
the Sales Sheet
Tags should have a doubled thread attached to the punched hole in the top. It should
then be threaded through your item, in one corner, and tied off with a knot. TAGS
MUST NOT BE PINNED DIRECTLY TO THE ITEM - it causes the tag to be ripped
easily and is, frankly, tacky!

